
1. Swinging the Quavers - The indica�on to swing is some�mes just le� unexplained, but some�mes it is wri en as a 

do ed pa ern, giving us quite a "heavy" swing:
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and some�mes it's described as a "lighter" swing, e.g. a division of a triplet pa ern:

Try reading this with swing rhythm; to help, you can think of the word "doo-by" or "doo-ba" for each pair of quavers.

Play it slowly first, with a more uneven pa ern of long-short; repeat it as quickly as possible, and loosen the rhythm

to make it sound more easy and authen�c.

In both, each beat is divided into a long-short pa ern, with the longer quaver being the one on the beat. Jazz musicians

actually vary the amount they swing by, using  a lighter swing (ge/ng more towards even quavers) when they play 

very fast) and a more uneven long-short pa ern (almost double-do ed) when playing very slowly, maybe in the blues.

2. Ar�cula�on and Emphasis - go back to the above line and sing it to "la la" no�cing how 'classical' that sounds. Now

try singing it to "doo-by" or "doo-ba" and you can hear the emphasis change and get closer to the groove you need. In

this next line I've used accents to try and show how the emphasis should fall, but nothing beats listening and copying.

3. Approaching Rests. Try's this tune now, with swing rhythm; be especially careful to finish your swing pa erns before 

rests crisply as well as any "backbeat" quavers surrounded by rests. To make it a bit more realis�c I've NOT added the 

accents from stage 2, above, as I'll leave it to you to try and absorb these ideas and recreate the feel yourself.
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More of Zoë’s hints and tips can be found in her book:

Warm-Ups for Flute Players - Improve Your Playing by Exercises by Zoë Booth
RRP £8.95 + postage and packing

Published by Pipeblower Publishing and available from good music stockists


